In general terms, Klee asks the question whether a convex Borel set can be generated by the Borel method from the closed (or open) convex sets without at any stage leaving the domain of convex sets. More specifically he calls a set K a convexly generated Borel set if:
A. K belongs to the minimal system of sets, containing the closed convex sets, that is closed under the operations of countable increasing union and of countable decreasing intersection.
Naturally the operations of countable increasing union and of countable decreasing intersection lead from the class of convex sets to the class of convex sets. Klee asks whether the class of convexly generated Borel sets coincides with the class of convex sets that are Borel sets. D. G. Larman [6] has recently given the answer 'yes' in 3-dimensional space, using methods that do not readily generalize.
It is not quite clear why Klee works with condition A. It might seem equally reasonable to work with the sets K satisfying the condition that:
B. K belongs to the minimal system of sets, containing the closed convex sets, that is closed under the operations of countable increasing union and of countable intersection. Here of course it is the penultimate word of A that has been omitted. D. G. Larman [7] has shown that these two conditions are equivalent.
But there are other operations that lead from convex Borel sets to convex Borel sets. We show, in § 2 below, that the smallest convex set containing two convex Borel sets is a convex Borel set, by a method that seems to depend essentially on the properties of Euclidean space. This result is perhaps a little surprising in view of the facts that the smallest convex set containing a Borel set is not necessarily a Borel set (even in E 9 ) and that the vector sum of two Borel sets on the line is not necessarily a Borel set (see [8] and [1] ).
Thus it is reasonable to call a set K a weakly convexly generated Borel set if it satisfies the condition:
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C. K belongs to the minimal system of sets, containing the closed convex sets, that is closed under the operations of taking the least convex cover of two sets of the system, of countable increasing union and of countable intersection.
It is easy to verify (see § 3 below) that this system of weakly convexly generated Borel sets coincides with the system of sets K satisfying the apparently weaker condition:
D. K belongs to the minimal system of sets, containing the closed convex sets, that is closed under the operations of taking the least convex cover of any countable union, and of taking any countable intersection.
In some ways, the Souslin operation is a more convenient way of generating Borel sets than the transfinite Borel process, but of course, in general, it leads to sets that are not necessarily Borel sets. But the Borel sets are the Souslin sets that have Borel-Souslin representations (see [9] ). This suggests that we introduce the sets with a convex-Borel-Souslin representation. A set K will be said to have such a representation if it satisfies the condition: 
are convex Borel sets, for all finite sequences i 19 i 21 , i n of positive integers, including the sequence of zero length.
We prove, in § 4 below, that the weakly convexly generated Borel sets all have such convex-Borel-Souslin representations.
It is convenient to introduce a final condition: F. K is a convex Borel set. In terms of these conditions our results take the form the main results being the justification of C as relevent, by showing that the least convex set containing the union of two convex Borel sets is a Borel set, and the proof that D => E. In these terms, Klee's conjecture takes the form
F=>A .
This is clearly equivalent to the conjunction of the three conjectured implications
F=>E, E=>D, C=>B.
These conjectures seem to me to be of interest in their own right; especially as Larman's result implies that they are true in 3-dimensional space. It seems unlikely that none can be extended to general Euclidean space. This approach suggests a further conjecture analogous to Klee's conjecture. It seems possible that every convex Souslin set has a convex-Souslin representation; i. e. a representation of the type described in condition E without the requirement that the sets K (i 19 i 2 , •••,%) be Borel sets. A proof of this might be a valuable first step towards the proof that F=>E.
2. The convex set containing two convex Borel sets* Our first result is an immediate consequence of the Kunugui-Novikoff theorem, which states that, if a Borel set B in E n has the property that all sections by the lines of the form (1) x ι = a 1 , x 2 = α 2 , , x n _, = a n _, , are ^-sets, then the orthogonal projection of B on the plane, with equation (2) x n = 0, is a Borel set. This result appears in a paper of Kunugui [4] ; but D. G. Larman (private communication) has drawn my attention to a flaw in Kunugui's paper. A very complicated proof, based on unpublished work of Novikoff is given in [5] . If B is a convex Borel set in E n , then the intersections of the lines (1) with B are convex linear sets and so are ^-sets. Thus in this case the projection of B on the plane (2) is a convex Borel set. As any projection can be split into a sequence of projections reducing the dimension one step at a time we have: THEOREM 1. Any projection of a convex Borel set in a finite dimensional Euclidean space is a convex Borel set. As there is no reasonably simple proof of the Kunugui-Novikoff theorem we give a relatively simple proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let B be a bounded convex Borel set in E We call a Borel set F in E n vertically convex if each section of V by a line of the form (1) is a linear convex set. We introduce some operations that lead from vertically convex Borel sets to vertically convex Borel sets. If F is any vertically convex Borel set, let OF denote the set (1) will be the relative interior of the corresponding linear convex set forming the intersection of the line with F. In particular OF will be vertically convex.
For each positive integer n, let Ό n be the operator replacing any bounded vertically convex set F by the set
Clearly, if F is a bounded vertically convex Borel set, D,7 is a Borel set. Further, the effect of D n is to leave unchanged any 'vertical' section of length less than or equal to 1/n and to shorten any longer interval down to the length 1/n, leaving the interval closed at the shortened end. We now consider the set
where we take B Q -B and
As [10] , the projection of B, being a one-to-one continuous image of the Borel set U, is itself Borel. As any convex Borel set is a countable union of bounded convex Borel sets, it follows that the projection of any convex Borel set is a convex Borel set. This result extends immediately to general projections reducing the dimensionality by a finite number.
We use this result to establish THEOREM 
If H, K are convex Borel sets in E n , the least convex set containing if U K is a Borel set.
Proof. Let I denote the unit interval 0 ^ x t ^ 1 in E L . As H, K, I are convex Borel sets, the set
Hx Kx I
in E 2n+1 is a convex Borel set. Now consider the map φ of E 2n+1 to itself that takes the point X = ($!, X 2 ) * * * > ^271 + 1/ to the point
When restricted to the region S defined by the map φ is a one-to-one and bi-continuous map of S into itself. As S is a Borel set in E 2n+1 it follows that
where {o} denotes the set consisting of the origin of E n , and {0} is the set containing only the real number 0 and similarly {1} is the set containing only the real number 1. Hence
is a Borel set in E 2n+i . By standard vector algebra the set φ {H x K x 1} is convex. Further the least convex cover of H U K is obtained from φ {H x K x /} by application of the projection ψ taking the point to the point
in 2? % . Thus by Theorem 1 the set
is a convex Borel set and is the least convex set containing H U K.
REMARKS. If we knew, in addition, that H and K were convexly generated convex Borel sets, it would follow without difficulty that φ {H x K x 1} would be a convexly generated Borel set. If Theorem 1 could be modified to show that convexly generated Borel sets project to give convexly generated Borel sets we would be able to establish that weakly convexly generated Borel sets are necessarily convexly generated Borel sets. 3* Weakly convexly generated Borel sets* We prove the almost trivial.
THEOREM 3. The class of weakly convexly generated Borel sets is closed under the operations of taking the least convex cover of any countable union.
be any sequence of weakly convexly generated Borel sets. We use conv. E to denote the least convex set containing a given set E. Then, it follows by induction that the sets H ιy H 2 , defined by
form an increasing sequence of weakly convexly generated Borel sets. Hence LI H r r=l is a weakly convexly generated Borel set. Since Proof. By the definition of the weakly convexly generated Borel sets, it suffices to prove that the class of sets, having convex-BorelSouslin representations, contains the closed convex sets and is closed under the operations of taking the least convex cover of two sets of the system, of countable increasing union and of countable intersection.
First if K is a compact convex set we may write for all i in I and all n > 1. Then
and it is easy to verify that this is a convex-Borel-Souslin representation for K. Now suppose that K {r) , r -1, 2, is an increasing sequence of sets each with a convex-Borel-Souslin representation. We may take the convex-Borel-Souslin representation for K {r) to be , K (2) have convex-Borel-Souslin representations of the form (3) with r = 1, 2. By replacing F w (i | n) by ή F" (i \k).
we obtain similar representations with the additional condition Define convex sets
by taking
It follows, without difficulty, that conv. {K (1) U i£ (2) } has the Souslin representation conv. {K {ί) U ϋΓ (2) } -UΓ with 2 h~1 (2q -1) <L n. As these sets are convex Borel sets, the representation (5) is a convex-Borel-Souslin representation. This completes the proof.
